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Text Content:
"GOVERNER OF MAINE SAYS PEOPLE OF COLOR ARE ‘THE EMENY’
In a Friday press conference, Maine Governor Paul LePage called people of color and people of
Hispanic origin ‘the enemy’ and implied they should be shot.
LePage called up white people to kill Blacks! Does he want to repeat Rwandan genocide?
After this statement, we can clearly see what kind of people serve in American government!
White racist supremacy, that is for sure!
The only way to avoid mass killings of Black people is to fire LePage and all who have the same
racist beliefs from American government!"
Facebook Page: Williams & Kalvin
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Image in Post:

Text Content:
"MAINE GOVERNOR PAUL LEPAGE WAS DRAWN WEARING A KU KLUX KLAN
CAPE AND HOOD
LePage faced a lot of criticism over the past two weeks after his racial statements. And the
murals of LePage in a Ku Klux Klan cape and hood appeared over the weekend. We can clearly
see the reference to the white supremacist group.
But as for me, this graffiti reflect the real situation in American government! That is not a secret
that America is the country of white supremacy! And people like LePage must be replaced from
their positions in the government.
America doesn’t need racist politicians. Black people are tired of white supremacy!"
Facebook Page: Being Patriotic

Date Posted: August 25, 2017
Image In Post:

Text Content:
"Maine Gov. Paul LePage says he received death threats after comparing the removal of
Confederate statues to the removal of a 9/11 memorial.
The Republican governor made the comparison a week ago during a radio appearance on
WGAN-AM. He appeared on the same station Thursday to say he’s gotten letters “threatening to
kill me” and “threatening my personal life and my family.”
When even the governor is not safe from leftists hate then what can we say about ordinary
citizens. Liberals now are acting like terrorists. They try to intimidate everyone who disagrees
with them. Hope our police will take appropriate measures.

